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Introduction
Making a request, be it for an object, assistance or information, is a basic and ubiquitous activity in human interaction. Moreover, it is widely acknowledged in the literature that a special sensitivity may be associated with requesting, because it imposes in some fashion on the recipient (e.g., Brown & Levinson 1987) . Requesting may be accomplished through a variety of linguistic forms, including (in English) simply naming the object being requested (e.g.,
Twenty Marlborough), imperatives such as Pass me the x, declaratives such as I need x (you to do x), through to such forms as Would you mind passing me the x,
Could you do x, and Are you using the x? In this paper we report the findings of an investigation into the different linguistic (lexico-syntactic) forms used to request -and specifically the two forms that we found to be most frequently occurring in our data corpora ranging from ordinary (ie. social, family etc.)
interactions (telephone and face-to-face) to emergency calls (out-of-hours calls to the doctor, and emergency calls to the police). These two forms were the interrogative with modal verbs Would/could you do X? and a declarative form in which the modal is prefaced by I was wondering if (I was wondering if you/I could do x).
The principal findings of our report concern speakers' selections between these two forms, selections that reflect their orientations to their entitlement to make the request, and to the contingencies which may be involved in the recipient granting the request. Since these findings differ, in a number of respects, from those reported in the literature to date, it will be worth beginning by reviewing what have been the most salient themes in the research literature on requesting.
This literature has, in one way or another, focused largely on the relative directness with which requests are made, or constructed. For instance, some of the earlier forms illustrated above, such as naming an object, imperatives and I need you to.., seem direct; whereas forms such as I was wondering if.. and Are you using the x might be considered rather indirect ways of asking for something. Given the association between requesting and imposing on a recipient, and also the interest (especially in the conversation analytic literature) on managing actions so as to avoid dispreferred responses, in this case the rejection of a request (eg. Schegloff 1987a) , the literature has focused particularly on indirect forms, or the indirectness with which speakers manage request sequences. There are perhaps three research traditions/perspectives that have most conspicuously explored the indirectness of request forms.
Given the supposed indirectness of the relation between, on the one hand, the surface form and literal meaning of some utterances, and on the other hand their illocutionary force (as it is generally termed: Austin 1962 , Searle 1975 as requesting, one theme in the literature has been the inferencing rules by which recipients understand the request which is embedded in or communicated through an utterance. At the most general level, it was, after all, Grice's objective to show how saying one thing could entail communicating another, through the operation of certain general principles of conversation (Grice 1975) . More specifically about requesting, Searle's object of enquiry was how "a speaker may utter a sentence and mean what he says and also mean another illocution with a different propositional content. For example, a speaker may utter the sentence Can you reach the salt? and mean it not merely as a question but as a request to pass the salt." (Searle 1975: 59/60) . His answer was that each type of illocutionary act has a set of conditions -'felicity conditions' -which are necessary for the performance of the act; by which Searle meant, the appropriate or correct understanding of the action which was 'intended' by a form of words. Hence the literature on indirect speech acts is concerned to formulate the conditions (inferencing rules) that need to be met in constructing an utterance, to enable the inference to be made that the speaker is requesting.
This has been developed in subsequent studies of the processes through which indirect request forms are understood (eg. Clark 1979, Clark and Schunk 1980; Francik and Clark 1985; Gibbs 2002) . However, the focus on inferencing rules and processes provides little information about how and why speakers select a particular request form, from among the variety of forms that are availablewhich is the object of our enquiry here.
The second and perhaps the most influential research tradition relating to the indirectness of requesting is politeness theory, stemming from Brown and Levinson's proposal (following Goffman 1967) that politeness, deference and tact, embodied in language and linguistic forms, underpin the orderliness of social interaction, and therefore are part of the "foundations of human social life and interaction." (Brown and Levinson 1987:1) . At the heart of Brown and Levinson's politeness theory is the explanation that speakers select indirect forms of requests as a means to avoid 'negative face'; and that there is a range, or scale, or politeness strategies embodied in the grammatical forms of (indirect) requests. Politeness theory proposes connections between negative face, specifically ensuring the other's freedom from imposition; deference and social distance (as reflected in identities and relationships of power, institutional authority, affective ties and the like); and a scale of politeness, according to which speakers select from among a range of forms for doing a 'face threatening action', i.e., request; or even to avoid doing the action altogether (Brown and Levinson 1987: 131) . This is not the place to provide a summary or overview of Brown and Levinson's theory, and its subsequent development (for a particularly clear overview, see Watts 2003) . But because it is the only perspective which truly attempts in any systematic fashion to account for the production of a request form (in contrast to the focus on how inferences may be drawn about actions intended or implied by a literal meaning) (Watts 2003) , which is, again, the focus of our study, it will be worth reviewing some of the limitations which have been highlighted in the literature, and some of the claims arising from politeness theory which do not appear to be supported by our findings.
First, claims about the relative politeness of an utterance seem to be based on intuitive judgements about a particular form of words (eg. "For an illustration of some more specific principles we may turn to the following intuitive ranking (obtained from native speakers) of indirect requests for a cigarette in Tamil," Brown and Levinson 1987: 143) . Furthermore, these claims suppose that certain lexico-syntactic forms are intrinsically polite, or more or less polite than others. Watts, in particular, has shown that this is not the case. He demonstrates that such claims rest on abstracting utterances from their interactional and sequential contexts. The same form or construction can have different implications as regards 'politeness' when considered in different interactional circumstances and in different sequences of interactiondifferences which are further reflected in, indeed produced through, different prosodic realisations of an utterance form (Watts 2003 , especially ch.7).
However, the interactional circumstances in which an utterance is produced is generally not considered in studies which either use 'real' examples of spoken utterances, but abstracted from the surrounding talk/interaction (Blum-Kulka 1987); or they use fabricated examples (e.g., Clark 1979, Francik and Clark 1985 Second, the only real basis for assessing the potential (negative) face threat of an utterance (the imposition it places on the recipient) appears to be social distance, and specifically what are regarded as institutional role relationships, and the relations of relative deference associated with those roles. So that the selection of a given form, or politeness strategy, is explained in terms of quite conventional sociolinguistic identities. " Brown and Levinson's 'sociological' variables are taken to be static social entities that determine the degree of politeness offered. In particular, power and social distance become reified, taking on an existence outside the social sphere of the interactants rather than being themselves constructed…through the interaction itself" (Watts 2003: 114) . As further evidence in support of Watts's point, the findings we report below a) do not show any correspondence between request forms and institutional or other identities (e.g., the modal Could you is used in social conversation between son and mother, and in some emergency calls to the doctor); and b) demonstrate that different forms may be used by the same participants, in the same interaction (eg. during a phone call between family members), but according to different interactional circumstances which relate to the salient contingencies which may be involved in granting the request.
Third, there is a more general matter of whether what is captured in politeness theory is really 'politeness'. Since this is tangential to our enquiry, we will restrict ourselves to noting only that research shows that the inclusion of please, putatively one of the most 'obvious' markers of politeness (again, presumably according to the intuitive judgements of native informants), may make an utterance not more polite, but rather more insistent (e.g., Ervin- (Wootton 2005:200) . This is more sophisticated, and empirical, than Searle's point, which nevertheless is relevant here, that "When please is added to one of these sentences, it explicitly and literally marks the primary illocutionary point of the utterance as directive, even though the literal meaning of the rest of the sentence is not directive, " Searle 1975:68. Finally, the strategies associated with 'negative politeness' (referring to actions such as requests which threaten the negative face of the recipient) rest initially on a distinction between being direct ('on the record'), and being indirect; and then on distinctions between linguistic forms or constructions which are taken to represent different or relative degrees of politeness. So that a speaker has initially to choose between being direct (Brown and Levinson 1987:130) , through selecting a request form such as Would you do X; or being indirect, through a construction such as Can/could you do X, taken to be indirect on the grounds that it asks only whether the recipient is able to do what is requested, not whether he/she will do it (Brown and Levinson 1987:129-142 construction of the initial action (the request) itself, and on the sequential and other interactional factors which may play a part in the selection of one rather than another form. 'Indirectness' in requesting, associated with the dispreferred character of a possible rejection, has been shown to be a feature of the sequential management of talk leading up to a possible request (presequences: e.g., Schegloff 1988a). This has metastasised into regarding requests themselves as 'dispreferred' actions, which is congruent with negative face (and requests being face threatening actions) in politeness theory. 3 The point we wish to highlight, however, is that research in CA, together with other interactional approaches, has not focused much on the design of turns in which speakers make requests. Given the alternative constructions (noted above) available to make a request, there has been little empirical investigation into the interactional circumstances or environments in which speakers select one form rather than another. In other words, with the exception of some recent studies which we will discuss in our conclusion, in order to compare with our findings, there has been little enquiry into "Why that (form) now?"
In what follows, we report the findings of an investigation which began by examining the distributional patterns of what are in our data the two most commonly used forms for requesting, Would/could you.. and I wonder if.., and then related these patterns to the interactional circumstances in which they were selected. We provide an account for speaker selection of one form rather than another, in terms of speakers' orientations to their entitlement to ask, and the contingencies which may be associated with granting the request (eg.
doing what is asked).
In comparing the requests found in a corpus of recorded telephone calls made in private homes to those requests made in after-hours calls to an doctor's office, we find a striking division: the former are generally produced with modal verbs or imperatives, while the latter requests that the doctor visit or requests. So, we offer an account of how the design of turns used to make requests is affected by speakers' understandings of the contingencies surrounding the granting of the request, and the entitlement of the speaker to make a particular request of a particular hearer. This account shows how linguistic structures are resources though which actions are managed, and social identities mobilized in interaction. In the following section we provide an overview of our methodology and describe the data used in the study. In Section 3, we give the particulars of the predominant forms of requests found in each of the collections. Section 4 shows how the design of requests is related to speakers' assessment of their entitlement to the requested object/activity and of the contingencies surrounding its granting. We conclude with a discussion of how this work furthers our understanding of the reciprocal relationship between social and linguistic structure.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
This study is informed by the methodology of conversation analysis (for an overview see Drew 2005) , insofar as we are concerned with describing and analyzing the linguistic design and sequential placement of turns at talk. Close attention to the design of a turn reveals the speaker's analysis of the activity s/he is pursuing. We do not attempt nor advocate hypothesizing about the psychological state of the speaker and we do not claim access to speakers' inner mental states. We do, however, investigate what can be learned from the speaker's choice of linguistic expression or form -why that form? why in that position? -especially when that form in that position is a recurrent systematic feature in many different interactions.
The corpora used in this study are all recordings of telephone calls made within Great Britain within the last 25 years. Although a larger set of corpora inform an ongoing investigation into the form and use of requests, including calls to the police and various face-to-face interactions (see Curl, Drew and Ogden forthcoming), in this report we focus on a comparison of the request forms found in just two of these corpora. This allows us to focus on potential differences in request forms used in mundane, everyday interactions with those occurring in institutional settings.
We collected approximately 90 instances of requests for an object (e.g., to bring a letter) or assistance (e.g., passing along a message) from a corpus Drew (2006) for more information on the production and handling of these calls). In this study, we consider mainly those calls in which an identifiable, overt request is produced (approximately half of the calls). We refer to this collection as the afterhours medical calls.
THE DISTRIBUTION OF REQUEST FORMS
Before turning to the comparison of the everyday and after-hours medical request collections, we first provide an overview of the formats in which requests are produced. We identified requests as turns at talk in which a speaker asks the recipient to perform a specific activity, or asks for the transfer of an object from one place or person to another. Our chosen methodology is qualitative; some of the problems in doing quantified analyses of naturally-occurring data are detailed in Schegloff (1993) and Curl (2006) . Therefore, we present our observations as generalizations drawn from an analysis of all the instances in the collections, and offer several illustrative examples rather than a tabular or numerical breakdown. Where appropriate, approximate numbers are provided to
give an idea of the distributions we are working with, which we hope the reader will take not as the outcome of our analysis, but rather an input to it.
Requests in everyday calls
As it happens, many (though not all) of the requests in the collection of everyday calls are done at the opening of the call, as in Example 1. The syntactic format of the requests shown here, with a modal verb, is one of the most common forms, accounting for more than half of the requests in the collection.
(1) Field SO88:2:8:1 in examples 1 and 3, "can" in example 2, and "will" in example 4 are all modal auxiliaries, which, when teamed with a matrix or main verb, function to question the recipient's ability or willingness (or both) to perform the requested activity: "could you bring" and "could you ask"; "can you come over"; "will you just tell Mummy". The use of modal verbs to make requests is not in itself particularly interesting. However, what is remarkable is how the form of these requests differ from the request formats used in the after-hours medical corpus.
Requests made with modal verbs --the request type that dominates in the everyday collection --are nearly absent from the medical calls. Furthermore, the request format that dominates in the medical collection is nearly absent from the everyday collection. We turn now to an exemplification of that request format, the 'I wonder' preface. an understanding of the contingencies associated with granting their requests.
In this section, we first examine the requests in calls to the doctor's office which are made without I wonder prefaces. In each of these calls, the caller portrays the medical problem as very serious:
breathing trouble, post-operative complications, and severe, unremitting pain for which medical intervention has already been sought and received 8 . In the way they describe the symptoms (Drew 2006) , these callers display no doubt as to whether the condition they are calling about is serious enough to warrant a visit. And it is in just these extreme situations that callers eschew the I wonder-prefaced request forms and instead opt for "couldja", "I'd like a doctor sent out please", and "I'm sorry but I'm gonna have to call you out". In the talk both before and after these requests, the speakers display their entitlement to the requested action -and they use modal verbs to make these requests, rather than the I wonder preface.
Now we can turn to some cases in the everyday collection where speakers employ I wonder-prefaced forms. It should be noted that I wonder-prefaced requests in the everyday collection do occur predominantly in requests made in calls made to institutions --examples 10 and 11 are calls made to an optician and a bookshop, respectively. What can be seen, however, is that the I wonder preface is not simply a format reserved for interactions with institutions, but instead is a way to display one's lack of entitlement to having a request granted, or one's awareness of the contingencies surrounding the granting of a request. This possibility is alluded to in the opening of the call, in which Jenny describes a prior attempt to make an appointment, a request to which she has still "not heard anything". In example 12, the I wonder-prefaced request suggests a change of plan, from one settled originally (Lesley coming to pick up a book) to one that suits her now (them sending it to her). 'Wondering if' the shop could send the book avoids making a claim to know that they can, or will, or do send books by mail, assumptions which would be conveyed by e.g., 'I'd like you to send it' or 'so could you send it'. Lesley even supplies one of the contingencies that might prevent her request from being granted: "if you've still got it".
In example 13, the same speaker (Lesley) requests another change of plans, this time related to the scheduled delivery of an order. In this example, there is an even clearer display of the speaker's awareness of the contingencies surrounding the granting of the request.
(13) Field:l:3 Thus, we can see that in the talk surrounding these I wonder-prefaced requests, speakers avoid displays of entitlement to the requested objects or actions. They instead show that they are not making any presumptions, that they do not know if a particular course of action is the appropriate one: they 'wonder if' such-and-such can be done, if it is 'possible'. These forms stand in contrast to modal verbs, the more frequent request forms in this collection.
Modals are used to display speakers' assessment of their entitlement to the object of the request. Sometimes, the grounds of this entitlement are displayed prior to or within the request itself, as shown in example 14. By inserting "when you go to the meeting tomorrow", the speaker (Steve) treats that as being the only relevant contingency; that since they are (or Skip is; note the change from "you" to "he", lines 1 and 3) going to the meeting, granting his request is unproblematic (i.e. there are no other conditions for granting his request).
The same can be seen in example 1, (repeated below) in which Gordon requests that his mother bring him a letter when she comes to visit. In example 15, Dorothy phones her son Edgar and asks him to call her doctor and get a recommendation of a medicine for her "bad hand". She displays no orientation to whether or not he can, or wants to, thus displaying her request as not subject to any contingencies. The request she tells him to make of the doctor is similarly devoid of any explicit recognition of any contingency. She does not ask if it would be possible, nor does she 'wonder if he could'. When
Edgar calls the doctor, however, this is what he reports her as having said:
"she is wondering whether the doctor would..." (line 16).
Here, Dorothy claims and displays her entitlement to make a request of Edgar by her choice of linguistic expression, thus perhaps mobilizing her social identity as a mother. In Edgar's call to the doctor, however, (he is actually speaking with the receptionist here), he displays a lack of entitlement -he, on behalf of his mother, displays himself as a non-expert, someone who is not sure what to ask for, or even if it is permissible to ask. The form he chooses displays him (and his mother, on whose behalf he is making the request) as someone who is merely 'wondering if'; he avoids questioning the doctor's ability or willingness to help, which he could have done by using a modal verb.
When no response is forthcoming, he continues his request by questioning the very possibility (see line 22, example 16) that such a remedy exists and/or that it can be recommended or prescribed over the phone. In example 15 and other modal verb requests (see example 1), speakers orient to and claim the reasonableness of their request as grounds for expecting its granting. They may display evidence of their entitlement to make the request either before or after the request itself, or they may pointedly not orient to any possibility of the request not being granted. Given that there is a range of forms available, the use of any particular form is meaningful, and part of the function of the syntactic form selected is to display speakers' assessment of their entitlement to have a request granted.
Obviously, speakers' estimations of this entitlement will be associated with their social relationship with the request recipient. Additionally, overt reference to the contingencies surrounding a request's granting is more commonly found in requests made to shops or doctor's offices, where speakers often claim to be unsure of the proper procedures for making requests or display concern over the contingencies that might need to be satisfied before their requests can be granted, thus leading to the hypothesis that the social setting triggers the use of a certain type of request form. Unsurprisingly, however, issues of contingency and entitlement can also arise in everyday conversation among intimates, and when they do, a particular set of request forms are mobilized to display an orientation to them. Example 17 provides evidence that claims to entitlement are not inextricably tied to the (sociolinguistic) register of the interaction (i.e., intimate vs. institutional), and that speakers may change their estimation of their entitlement to make certain requests during the course of an interaction. In this interaction between a mother and a daughter, the daughter (Kat) changes the linguistic form of her request by degrees until reaching, finally, one of the most contingent: "would it be possible" (line 14). Kat's subsequent request(s), beginning at line 10, proposes a different course of events. We must note, however, that this comes after Lesley withholds any suggestion of alternate plans: Kat provides an opportunity for her to do so in the 0.4 seconds that elapse at line 7, as well as in the 0.5 seconds after 'oh'. Now Kat produces a request that is sequentially positioned after a rejection of her original proposal. It is also designed not to change the day she originally suggested (but has been the day her family "can't manage"). That is, in the turn at line 10, Kat doesn't amend the day she wants to come home; she merely suggests the place from which she could be picked up. 9 Kat displays an orientation to the problematicity of this request by her choice of linguistic form. Her cut-off first word may have been only 'could', or she may have been beginning on the word 'couldn't'. At any rate, it is the form "couldn't" that she settles on to complete the request (line 10). This negative form begins to display a lack of certainty about her entitlement to make the request.
Finally, when responding to Lesley's repair initiation (line 12), Kat changes the form of her request to an even more contingent one: "would it be possible". The form of repair initiator selected by Lesley locates the prior turn as problematic; note also that Lesley specifically claims a problem in hearing (rather than understanding) as the trouble. Kat takes the opportunity provided by the other-initiation of repair (Schegloff, Jefferson & Sacks 1977; Schegloff 2000) to change the syntactic format of her request. Rather than providing what was literally asked for -saying it again -Kat instead reveals an orientation to the problems evident in the sequence-so-far: first, her original response to her mother's inquiry was rejected as something "we can't manage". Second, her attempt at requesting an alternate plan be put into effect was treated as a trouble source, a treatment which is often the harbinger of (and in this case, another) dispreferred response such as a rejection or denial.
Kat's selection of the request form "would it be possible" displays her nowdiminished estimation of entitlement to come home as and when she likes (see Lesley's original inquiry, line 1).
CONCLUSIONS
Speakers' choices of linguistic forms for making requests reflect their evaluation of the contingencies surrounding the granting of a request as well as their entitlement to make the request. By making a request using modal verbs and related forms, speakers treat their request as non-contingent; that is to say, they treat the conditions necessary for granting their request as fulfilled, and therefore their request as unproblematic. In contrast, in constructing requests using I wonder-prefaced formats, they orient to the contingencies which may be associated with the request (or more properly, with granting the request), contingencies which they may be unsure about (as for example when schedules, procedures or practices are not known).
In other words, callers' choice of request form makes a claim as to what they believe themselves reasonably entitled to, given the circumstances of the interaction, the item being requested, and/or the sequence in which the request is placed -rather than being a reflex tied to the objective "institutionality" Wootton's systematic, longitudinal studies of the request forms employed by a child finds ample evidence of the systematic selection of particular request forms from among a set of alternatives based on the child's displayed understanding of the sequential implications of prior talk. Wootton (2005) demonstrates that there is a distributional difference in the deployment of the 'can you' request form, which is used "where the recipient is being treated as having a basis for expecting a course of events to unfold in a different way to what they are now being requested to do." (p. 204), but not in other environments (such as when the child proposes an activity in keeping with the activity-so-far, or when the child's request displays an overt opposition to the projectable next activity). Our description of the use (and avoidance of) modal forms and the I wonder preface parallels the work of both these researchers, in the way that speakers' choice of one form over another displays their assessment of the contingencies involved as well as their entitlement to the requested object.
Politeness, as noted in the introduction, is, a commonly invoked explanation for the use of different (indirect) request forms. In light of our findings, its explanatory power seems lacking. It is difficult to say which form is more polite: 'could you' or 'I wonder if you could'. Both are indirect, and additionally, we cannot find 'I wonder if' listed as a request form in any published reports of measures of politeness -in fact the only place we find it cited in the literature as a request form is in Searle (1975:64) . And while restricted, its use in our corpora is not oriented to as bizarre or unusual.
Indeed, asserting the relative politeness of an utterance amounts to little more than applying a label drawn from past judgements made about similar constructions. We can and do show that speakers orient to the appropriateness of certain forms, based on the particulars of the situation, including the sequence of talk in which the form is embedded. Politeness theory, however, rests on inferences about speaker intent drawn by a hearer, and therefore cannot make any predictions about what form we can expect to find where.
Our findings concerning the association between request forms and speakers' orientations to contingency are congruent with the findings of
Lindström (2005) provides the particular service they are requesting, which in turn may be related to customers' relative expertise. Our comparative approach, investigating the differential distributions of what we found were the most frequently used syntactic forms for requesting in our different corpora, consolidates the pattern emerging from these studies, that by selecting one from alternative forms for requesting, speakers display different stances towards the 'grant-ability' of what is requested. However, in our study contingency emerges as the dimension which underlies entitlements to ask, the ease with which the recipient might grant the request, whether a particular service is offered/can be provided, and all such other factors which are salient to 'grant-ability'.
APPENDIX: TRANSCRIPTIONS
The transcriptions which appear in this paper are edited versions of those prepared by Gail Jefferson (and other, unknown transcribers). Although these conventions are quite helpful as aides memoire when one has heard the talk they represent, it should be remembered that transcripts are offered as a particular representation of the talk, not as the data. All analyses in this paper were carried out using the audio recordings in tandem with the written representation of the talk. At times, non-standard spellings are used to reflect the speed and/or syllable reduction of the talk, but these have been reduced to a minimum to enhance readability.
1
We think that it's pretty widely accepted now that, as Watts notes, Can/could you do X has become the unmarked form for requesting (Watts 2003:193) -conventionally a standard way to make a request directly. So that the distinction between Would you… and Could you…is of relatively minor significance (except as a resource for wisecracks).
2
The tense of wonder may be significant in these contexts. The literature is somewhat loose on this point: Watts, quoting House and Kasper, refers only to past tense (I wondered if…) and progressive aspect with past tense (I was wondering…) (Watts 2003: 183 and 196) . But these, again, are hypothetical or made-up examples. All the cases that we have found in our data are simple present tense, I wonder if… .
3
The first published reference we can find to requests as dispreferred first actions is this: "..in the case of requests, which may themselves not be the preferred way of acquiring some object or service, the prerequest can make possible an offer…" (Schegloff 1990: 63) . This claim is developed in Lerner 1996: 314-316 ) and most recently Schegloff 2006:chap. 5. The evidence for regarding request as dispreferred initial actions is, in our view, at least equivocal. For instance, Lerner shows that, anticipating where a speaker is 'going' with some preliminaries and that they want something, recipients may step in and offer what they take it the other wants. He cites this example (Lerner 1996: 315) :
Okay, you c-I just uh thought if you uh-.hh en I'll take the book in so we c'n kind'v exchange packages P:
. Lerner comments that the anticipatory completion -designed to interrupt the emerging action by P -in which J offers that P should keep the book (last line of extract) is evidence for the preference for offers, and dispreference for requesting. But this flies in the face of the fact that P continues in the overlap through to completion of her request ; that is, they persist unnecessarily with their request (the other example Lerner shows as similar evidence has precisely the same feature, ie. that the request is carried through to completion, in overlap with the other's offer). If a request were indeed a dispreferred action, then the speaker who wants something has every opportunity to halt the progress of his/her request, at or close after the point at which the other begins in overlap with their offer. 4
In Britain, patients register with a primary care physician, which generally means the doctor in charge of the office closest to the patient's home. Each doctor's office has an after-hours line which patients may call with medical queries that do not seem (initially at least) to warrant a trip to the emergency room. A doctor may then either give advice for self-treatment, offer to visit the patient at home, or recommend that the patient go immediately for
